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SUMMARY 
This report covers the creation of a simple program that approximates lap time and energy for Formula 

SAE cars. In 2010 it was decided that Monash Motorsport would do a “clean sheet” design, so the 

simulation was made in order to find the effect each aspect of the car has on the cars total performance. 

This report also shows how to correctly validate raw test data against the equations used to create the 

model in order to improve the accuracy and understanding of the model and to calculate 

suitable performance metrics for the car. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Formula SAE is a student design competition where university students design and build a formula style 
racecar. There are multiple competitions throughout America, Europe, Asia and Australia with over 400 
teams worldwide. The Competitions set a strict set of rules that specify car and engine limitations, as 

well as point allocations and scoring formulas for each event.  

Monash University has been competing since the first Australian based competition, in 2000, since then 

they have created 13 different cars and competed in 16 competitions. They have benefited from recent 

successes by achieving overall victory at the Australian competition in 2009 and 2010 and an overall 3rd 

place position at Formula student in the U.K. in 2010. The Monash team is now looking for their first 

international victory and a number 1 world ranking in order to make themselves the most respected 

team in the world. 

In order to improve their car, a large number of significant design changes will happen throughout 

the 2011 season, however their resources are limited. In order to allocate resources effectively to gain 

the most advantage, Monash wants simulations to estimate the gains of each potential design 

change. Whilst most simulation software used by the team is for structural or flow analysis, they 

are yet to successfully use software packages to simulate overall vehicle performance.  

Formula SAE cars are extremely lightweight, with competitive cars weighing between 130-250kg, this 

creates problems when using current simulation software designed to simulate much heavier cars. 

Formula SAE tracks are also much more confined and with more changes in direction than the majority 

of racetracks so many simulation packages will struggle to accurately simulate a car around a Formula 

SAE track due to inaccuracies in the transient characteristics (Phersson, 2009). Another problem with 

using commercial vehicle simulation software for analyzing FSAE cars is that Formula SAE is not a race, it 

is a series of competition challenges that award points for speed, fuel economy, cost, acceleration and 

handling.  

If Monash have a vehicle simulation package that can accurately simulate the performance of their car at 

a Formula SAE competition, there would be incredible advantages as it would allow them to focus 

their time and money on areas which would benefit them most. It could also benefit them during each 

competition as it could potentially help them set up their competition strategy over their closest 

competitors. 
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1.1 Goals and Performance Metrics 
Formula SAE is unique within motorsport as each competition is made of several different events, each 

with their own prizes and at the end of the competition there is an overall winner. Each event rewards 

slightly different performance aspects of the car so compromises are often made during competition in 

order to give the highest chance of winning.  

In other forms of motorsport, in order to have the highest chance of winning you need to drive your car 

around the track as fast as possible, so if there is something that may make your car faster around the 

track, it will always be beneficial. In Formula SAE things that may improve your performance in one 

event may be detrimental to another, the classic example is endurance speed vs fuel economy. 

The standard performance metric at competition is points, each team is awarded points at each event, 

and the team with the most points at the end of the competition wins the overall prize. However, due 

to the relative scoring equations (See appendix) there is the effect that a team may become less 

likely to win, even with more overall points. 

For example, imagine if team A predicted they would have the fastest Endurance time (300 points) and 

their predicted fuel usage would give the team 75 points in Ecomomy, giving a combined score of 375. If 

a team member decides that by limiting engine performance they still win endurance (300 points) but 

by much less of a margin, and they would use less fuel, giving them 85 for economy for a total of 385 

points. If there was another car, Team B, at that event that originally scored 270 points for endurance 

and 100 points for economy (370 combined), the slower endurance strategy of Team A could 

increase Team B’s endurance score due to the closer margin. Team B’s endurance could rise to 290, 

their fuel score would remain unchanged, giving a combined score of 390. So even though Team 

A’s strategy gained them an extra 10 points (385 vs 375) it caused Team B’s score to increase even 

more (390 vs 370) costing Team A the victory. This introduces the importance of relative point scoring 

over actual score. Team A originally had a relative score of 5, yet their new strategy caused their 

relative score to drop to negative 5. 

The issue with relative scoring is of course, who the team should be scoring against. In the 

FSAE competition simulator there are 2 metrics used, LeadAverage and LeadMax. LeadAverage is the 

score of a car relative to the average score of all other competitors, whereas LeadMax is the score 

relative to the highest scoring competitor. LeadMax should be maximized in order to have the 

highest chance of victory, however the maximum scoring competitor in the simulation is often 

different to the highest scoring competitor at a competition. In order to maximize the chance of victory 

independent on which cars are competitive each year, Monash Motorsport has decided that 

LeadAverage will be the metric on which all concepts will be judged. When “Point sensitivity” is used 

in this document, it refers to how a change in performance will change LeadAverage. However, during 

competition when the main rivals are identified, LeadMax should also be considered when making 

strategic decisions. 
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1.2 Variations between different Formula events. 

1.2.1 Scoring 

The Society of Automotive Engineers in the USA (SAE) are responsible for creating the rules for the two 

American FSAE competitions. Competitions outside of the USA use these rules to the extent that 

an American car can still compete outside of the US; however, addendum are published by foreign 

event organizers that make small changes to some rules in order to better reflect the requirements 

of local industry. The most significant variations between major events are; 

- Combining Combustion (petrol) and electric classes at Formula Student UK (FSUK)

- Calculating economy using CO2 produced to compare petrol and electric cars at FSUK

- Efficiency event instead of Economy event at Formula Student Germany, rewarding cars which 
combine both speed and economy.

- Different maximum event scoring for Australia and Germany

The different maximum scores for each event between the competitions is shown below 

Maximum Event Scores 

FSAE-A FSAE FSUK FSG 

Skidpad 75 50 50 75 

Acceleration 50 75 75 75 

Autocross 100 150 150 100 

Endurance 300 300 300 325 

Economy/Efficiency 125 100 100 100 

Table 1.1: different maximum event scores between competitions. 

Comparing different event maximum scores can be misleading. At first glance somebody would 

think Skidpad in Australia is 1.5 times as important as Skidpad in America or the UK. However, in 2011 

this was not the case. A quick analysis was done using 2011 results for each competition, observing 

what would happen to the score of the team coming 3rd in each event if their performance dropped by 

1%. This is a very crude point sensitivity analysis but due to the nature of the scoring it is the best 

way to compare the importance of performance in different events. For this analysis to work 

however, you need to estimate the fastest times and lowest fuel consumption at each competition. 

FSAE-A FSAE FSUK FSG 

1% slower skidpad 3.2 3 3 3.8 

1% slower Acceleration 1.6 2.2 1.9 2 

1% slower autocross 4.4 7 6.9 4.6 

1% slower endurance 7.5 7.6 7.5 8.9* 

1% more fuel/energy used 1 1 0.7 0.9 

Table 1.2: Event point sensitivities between different competitions 
 (*FSG Endurance speed sensitivity is made up of 8 points in endurance and 0.9 points in efficiency) 
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 Due to the wet skidpad in Germany and the much quicker fastest time in Australia (set by Monash) 

combined with the relative scoring formula means the scoring sensitivity of each event varies much less 

than the maximum scores do. The same effect occurred in fuel economy for Australia, with most teams 

using much less fuel than an equivalent team overseas (possibly encouraged by the greater 

point potential). As Vmin was reduced in the scoring formula, a 1% change in fuel usage in Australia 

has the same effect on points as a 1% change in fuel in an American competition, even with the 

event being worth different amounts. In the UK, the inclusion of electric vehicles means “Vmin” is 

extremely low, which severely reduces the point sensitivity for fuel usage. Endurance speed at FSG is 

worth significantly more than at other competitions, this is a combination of the greater overall points 

given (325 vs 300) as well as the importance of speed in the Efficiency event. 

Overall, Autocross is the only event that has a significant change in overall point sensitivity between 

competitions, other than that the main changes in point sensitivities is down to the performance of 

other cars. The sensitivity/scoring formula for each event should be estimated for all planned 

competitions in order to gain a full understanding of what will have an effect on point scoring. 

1.2.2 Track Layout 

There are specific guidelines within the FSAE rulebook about the track layout in order to try 

and standardize the competition. Track marshals still have the ultimate say in track layout, quoting 

rule D7.2.4 “The organizers reserve the right to deviate from the standard specifications when 

they determine it is appropriate given the characteristics of a particular competition site.” (FSAE, 

2011). As competition sites vary from a Formula 1 circuit in Europe to a narrow driver training course in 

Australia, the track layouts themselves will vary. Comparing different tracks is often done by 

comparing average speed and top speed, average speed specified in the rules to be between 40 and 

48km/h for autocross and between 48 and 57km/h for endurance.  

Speed Comparison 

2009 FSAE-A 2010 FSUK 2010 FSAE-A 2011 FSAE-A 

Top speed 93.6 99.9 92.8 85.9 

Average speed 49.6 56.5 53.1 48.3 

Minimum Speed 27 32 24 20 

Table 1.3 Speed comparisons of Monash’s 4 most recent endurances. 

As table 1.3 shows, all of Monash’s recent endurances fall within the average speeds specified in the 

rules, however when you consider that Monash was the fastest car at FSAE-A in 2011, the track 

was indeed quite slow, with only Monash and UWA being above the 48km/hr minimum.  

When comparing 2010 FSUK with 2010 FSAE-A, their average speeds are very similar, within 3km/

h. However, in Australia both the maximum and minimum speeds are significantly lower than in the 

UK. Someone can guess that there are some tighter corners and shorter straights in Australia, but to 

get a more thorough idea of what the track consists of it is best to create an inverse corner radius 

histogram. Inverse corner radius, calculated as A/v^2 shows exactly how tight each corner is. 
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Figure 1.4: corner radius histogram of 2010 FSAE-A and FSUK endurances. 

Showing the histograms on the same chart gives a direct back to back comparison of the corners used in 

the track. Figure 1.4 above shows how much more time is spent in a corner with a less than 8m 

radius (more than 0.125 ICR) in Australia compared to the UK, with the minimum radius being much 

less. The UK has more flowing corners (10-26m radius(.0325-.1 ICR)) whereas Australia has more very 

open corners (40-80m radius) likely to keep average speeds up or as a result of the course being 

laid out over a curved track.  

Using Inverse radius histograms to compare tracks has the benefit of the corner radii not being 

dependent on the performance of the vehicle, as long as the vehicles travel a similar path. There is the 

possible error caused by cars of different widths (see 2.4) but the overall effect is minor in comparison 

to the effect of the track. 

Due to the variations in track layouts between different competitions, teams must make sure that any 

design changes that may appear to be beneficial in some competitions is actually beneficial to all 

competitions the teams are planning to compete in. 
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1.3 Different vehicle concepts within Formula SAE 

One of the great things about the Formula SAE competition is how much freedom there is in the rules to 

build significantly different cars. There are however similar styles of car that can be categorized 

as different concepts. 3 popular vehicle layouts common in FSAE are shown below, but there are 

abundant variations to each concept and many layouts not shown. 

By far the most popular vehicle layout is the simple car powered by a 4 cylinder 600cc street bike 

engine. This concept has seen success with many different teams and is definitely the “standard” FSAE 

car. 

Cornell university was arguably the most successful team in history with their 600cc 4 cylinder  (Saabman, 2006) 

The next most popular FSAE layout is the ultra-lightweight car. Usually powered by a single 

cylinder 450cc dirt bike engine these cars usually weight 50kg less than other cars. These cars 

sacrifice engine power for gains in cornering ability and fuel economy. The light weight concept 

has also won a significant portion of FSAE competitions by multiple teams. 
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RMIT has been extremely successful with the lightweight concept since 2003 (Bansal, 2007) 

The other significant vehicle layout is the winged car.  The winged car is gaining a lot of popularity in 

recent years especially with more lenient aerodynamic rules for 2011. These are typically based of a four 

cylinder layout but with slight differences to take advantage of the aerodynamic potential of wings. 

University of Texas at Arlington is known for a long history of aerodynamics. (Bailey, 2003) 

As can be seen with just these 3 examples, FSAE cars can vary significantly in their basic layout. With 

such diverse possibilities it is difficult to decide which direction gives the best chance of success. All 

teams are different and most cars are not at the same stages of development, so it is unwise to compare 

vehicles using previous event history alone. This is where the need of a basic vehicle simulation becomes 

clear. Teams looking into a different concept need to be able to see if the change is worth the 

investment of resources. 
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1.4 Currently available Simulation software 

1.4.1 Commercial Motorsport Software 

There are a number of commercial motorsport simulation packages available at the moment, the most 

popular of which are ChassisSim and Bosch LapSim. These are both full 6 degree of freedom 4 wheel 

simulations with nonlinear tire models. These both solve in a similar fashion, using onboard recorded 

data to create data for both the track and the car, varying the simulation parameters in order to make 

the simulation data match the real world data, creating a model that accurately duplicates a real life lap. 

After the model is completed, changes can be made to the car’s parameters and the altered car is 

simulated through the same track. The simulation is run using time steps, calculating minimum speed for 

each corner apex, and the then calculating how the car will enter/exit the corner. Shown below is a 

screenshot of Bosch Lapsim midway through a simulation. The yellow line is the measured data used to 

create the baseline (speed and Lateral acceleration), and the red line (currently incomplete) is the 

calculated speed and acceleration for the modified car (in this case a significant increase in downforce) 

as shown, it is mid way through solving for between the 2nd and third corners, with all corners already 

solved (red dots) 

Figure 1.5: Screenshot of Bosch Lapsim showing time-step calculation style starting at corner apexes. 
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The calculations at each time step are fairly complex, solving for both lateral and

longitudinal accelerations (and even Yaw in the case of ChassisSim). Due to the increased 

complexity for every timestep, calculation takes over a minute per run. Whist one minute per 

simulation is very quick and does not limit the intended use of the program if someone was to try 

and use large decision matrices (for example figure 3.2) requiring hundreds of simulations, the

computing time could become significant, so there may be benefits to a faster solving program. 

Another potential problem in using such an advanced simulation package is the number of independent 

parameters required for the model. While some parameters are easily identifiable or estimated (weight,

power), some are difficult to quantify (cornering stiffness, non-linear properties of tires and 

aerodynamics) and it is often unclear how accurate these factors need to be in order to trust results. 

When making small tweaks to a verified model (the programs intended use) this is less of an issue as the 

parameter used to make the simulated model match real world data (even if they are wrong) are still 

likely to give accurate results if no parameters are drastically changed. For example, see the similarities 

between a load sensitive tire with high downforce and a non load sensitive tire with less downforce. If 

tire load sensitivity and downforce was approximated from onboard data the model could be skewed 

without knowing. It is also difficult/impossible to create or modify a track as every circuit model is 

originally made from on board data, however it would be possible to create fake on board data 

using excel or MATLAB.

As explained in 1.1, the goal of a Formula SAE team is not to be the fastest, but to score more

points than any other team. This means that Commercial software misses the final step, simulating 

points. If a team was to use commercial simulation software it would need to export lap data from 

the software, calculate fuel usage and then compare with other previous simulations in order to get a 

point score. This would become very tedious if a team wanted to test a significant number of 

parameters.

Commercial software is extremely good at what it does, which is accurately predicting small changes to 

a car around a track which it has previously raced. Yet due to the uncertainty of track layout in FSAE, the 

magnitude in which vehicle parameters can vary, the number of possible simulations and the

missing step to get to competition points it is worthwhile to develop a model specifically for the 

needs of a Formula SAE team starting from a clean sheet of paper. Later on in the project when the 

ideal concept has been narrowed down there is still a significant benefit in having a more accurate and 

more complex commercial simulation. 
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1.4.2 FSAEsim.com open source simulation 

Mid-way through this project, in October 2011 another FSAE team member from a foreign team 

launched a free FSAE simulation online. It is a very simple java based program that lets people adjust 

parameters and see their effects. Although it sounds very similar to my own program it has many key 

differences and flaws. Some key differences of this online sim are. 

- Using recorded torque curves of actual cars, rather than a constant power model.

- Appears to use a load sensitive tire model, but does not show how much.

- Gives a choice of 4 different tires, yet does not give information on them.

- Does not allow independent changes to Lateral and longitudinal coefficients other than

“tire choice”

- Assumed constant 1.5g braking

- Does not appear to correct for “speed jumps” (see 2.10.1), track map would cause many speed

jumps

- Uses Aerodynamic parameters of  “downforce” and “downforce to drag ratio”

- Reducing downforce to drag ratio while keeping downforce constant (aka increasing drag)

makes everything faster, even acceleration event.

- Scores are given, yet every simulation get full scores for every event

- There is no way to view the simulated data, other than the results at the end, so the user

can't see where or how the changes in performance are caused.

Another difference is that it does not do everything Monash wants it to do. The creator has generously

uploaded MATLAB code used to create the model so it is possible to use the MATLAB code to

create a more useful tool, but that would likely be more time consuming than creating a new model 

from scratch with specific targets in mind.  
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2. CREATING A NEW SIMULATION TOOL

Because the was no currently available vehicle simulation that was able to quickly simulate the potential 

design changes for the 2011 Monash FSAE car I decided to create a basic model that would be able to 

simulate approximate changes in point scoring potential. In order to reduce the need for accuracy to 

real world data, it was decided to only compare simulated data against other simulated cars using the 

same modelling technique. This is because the team is mostly concerned with how changes 

in parameters will affect performance, with exact performance predictions less important.

2.1 Relevant Parameters and simulation Complexity 
The complexity and accuracy needed from a simulation is defined by the parameters you wish to model, 

with some parameters needing very complex models in order to simulate a change. Fortunately the 

parameters that will have the biggest effects on a cars performance are quite simple to simulate. In 

other cases “effective” parameters can be used, which are estimated values that may be affected by 

thousands of different parameters on the car. For example the Lateral Grip coefficient is affected by 

many different variables on the car and is the main cause of complexity. All of that complexity can be 

avoided by using a “Effective Lateral Coefficient” instead, which can be measured empirically or simply 

estimated.   

By using “effective” or averaged parameters in most cases simplifies the calculation process but requires 

the user to know how each parameter is affected by a change. For example to accurately know what 

would happen if track width was increased or more downforce was added, a separate pure cornering 

model/calculation should be created to see how it may affect the effective lateral coefficient. If 

someone using the sim does not understand the possible effects on every parameter it is likely that they 

could make incorrect decisions. For example if someone wanted to add more downforce to the car 

saying that “if we increase effective downforce by 10% we get an extra xx points” they may not have 

taken into account the possibility of effective lateral coefficient decreasing due to the increased load on 

the tires, which could reduce the possible gain. 2.1, 3 Show examples of different techniques to ensure 

any simulated gains would still be likely in the real world. Below is a list of Parameters used in the new 

model along with a brief description of how they are used and what may affect them. 

 Total Mass = Car + Driver Mass 

Mass used in everywhere F=M*A and also in kinetic energy calculations. It is only affected by 

how much the car weighs. 

CG Height, Wheelbase and Track width 

CG height and wheelbase are used to calculate weight transfer to the driven wheels under 

longitudinal acceleration. For a car with 50/50 weight distribution use the number measure 

from the car. Unfortunately the sim only model cars with 50/50 weight distribution; however a 

similar effect to changing weight distribution could be achieved by decreasing the wheelbase. 

Track width does not affect the model, it is only included to estimate if a car will pass the tilt 

test. 

Effective Vehicle Width 

The effective vehicle width relates to how far a car needs to travel around cones (see 2.4).  It is 

best measured empirically by driving through differently spaced slaloms (see 4.2). Effective 
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vehicle width can be affected by Track width, wheelbase, overhangs, suspension                                
settings, differential settings, lateral coefficient, weight distribution and driver skill. 
Lateral and Longitudinal coefficient 

The effective tire coefficients are simply how much lateral or longitudinal force a tire will exert 

on the car per unit of normal force on the tire. This is an overall/averaged number for the entire 

car at all speeds and loads, however as shown in figure 2.15 load/speed sensitive effects could 

be taken into account by changing the effective downforce levels. 
Vehicle power * Power efficiency = Effective power. 

The model uses Constant power during acceleration (Force = Power/Velocity). Vehicle Power is 

simply the maximum power predicted, where power efficiency is what percentage of maximum 

power is seen by the wheels on average during acceleration. The power efficiency/effective 

power can be affected by the width and shape or the torque curve, closeness of gear ratios, 

shifting RPMs and shifting time. 

Thermal efficiency & Fuel energy 

Thermal efficiency and fuel energy are used in the conversion of the estimated energy required 

to move the vehicle around the endurance track to the amount of fuel used. This could be 

calculated from empirical BSFC data averaged over an endurance (In order to average you would 

need an inverse BSFC channel, and then inverse again after averaging, to account for the times 

where BHP=0) or a values could be estimated that give correct numbers. The thermal efficiency 

should be adjusted on one of the cars so that VMin is similar to what it should be during the 

competition. As thermal efficiency is simply an average of BSFC, anything that changes BSFC will 

also change thermal efficiency. 
Rolling drag 

Rolling drag is the drag force constantly holding the car back. In reality it changes with vehicle 

speed (which can be overcome by effective aerodynamic drag), and also cornering g’s (see figure 

4.3). It can be affected by lateral coefficient, tire choice, wheel alignment, rubbing brake 

pads and tire pressure. 
Effective Downforce Coefficients 

The effective downforce is simply a measure of how much better a car can corner and brake as a 

function of velocity squared. For example if a 300kg car has 300kg of “effective” downforce, it 

can corner twice as hard as a car with no downforce, however in this case the actual downforce 

may be much higher. These are best calculated parallel with effective tire coefficient using 

increasing radius circles (See 4.2).  The effective downforce can be affected by aerodynamic 

downforce, Aerodynamic balance, suspension setup and tire load sensitivity. 

Effective Drag Coefficients 

Similar to the effective downforce coefficients, the effective drag coefficient is the amount 

of drag on the car related to velocity squared.  It can be affected by Aerodynamic drag, 

Aerodynamic downforce, lateral coefficient, tire choice, wheel alignment, rubbing brake 

pads and tire pressure. 
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2.2 Simulation Interface 
The original plans for the simulation was to start in excel with a basic model, and then move to matlab 

as the model gained in complexity. However when the initial model was finished in excel it became 

evident that the widespread usability and the amount of different methods in which useful 

information could be extracted (see 3.2) was extremely valuable. Excel also makes it very clear what is 

happening at each point in the calculation, making troubleshooting errors much easier. The other 

gain to excel is the ease of modification, for example when simulating a drag reduction system the 

model needed to be modified. It was decided to simulate and compare 5 different cars at once, as this 

would allow us to compare LeadAverage against 4 different competitors, or else you could use 2 cars for 

direct comparison between variations of the same car, with the other 3 car there to ensure the events 

are scored accurately. The changes to each of the cars, and the final results are all shown on on the first 

page, “Car Parameters” (see appendix). 

Because the final results do not show the full story, there is a scoring breakdown page (in appendix) as 

well as event breakdowns where it’s possibly to see exactly where a car’s points have come from. In the 

endurance and Autocross pages it is also possible to alter the number of cones a driver has hit in 

the event as well as how much fuel is spilled/wasted to see the effects of a finite fuel or lap time 

change above or below what the simulation predicts. It is also possible to go into the simulation page 

of each sector (See 2.3 below) and change aspects of the track, as well as viewing information such 

as speed, accelerations and energy use at each point in the track. Because the simulation is based in 

excel, it is very easy to view different aspects of the data, both for comparative and validation 

purposes. A good example of viewing the simulation data is the velocity vs track distance shown at 

the bottom of each sector. 
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2.3 The Track layout 
Due to the variations in tracks (1.2.2) it was decided that the “track” which the car performance would 

be estimated would be made up of 4 different sections. Each section has a slightly different layout, with 

different average speeds and cornering radii. Depending on which competitions and tracks the team is 

expecting to compete on, it is possible to change the relative lengths of each sector. For example, an 

Australian track may be 25% sector 1 by length, but an American or European track may only be 5-10% 

sector 1 by length. This ensures any design decisions can be checked on how they perform on different 

style tracks. If for any reason any areas of the track require changing (due to new rules or a radically 

different track experienced at a competition) and of the corner radii, slalom spacing and straight lengths 

can be changed very simply as well. 

Figure 2.1: Drawings of each sector for the track used in the simulation. 

Figure 2.2: Average speeds of each sector, Sector percentage estimations for different competitions 
 and resulting average speeds 
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2.4 Corner radii in slaloms 
Due to the quantity of slaloms and lane-changes in a typical FSAE track, it is agreed upon that there is a 

benefit to a narrow car due to a narrower car not needing to corner as tightly in slaloms. Monash’s track 

width has been the same (1200mm front, 1150 rear) from 2006-2010. In 2005 Monash attempted 

to narrow the trackwidth (to 1100mm front, 1075mm rear) however due the car almost tipping 

over at competition the team decided that it was not worth the “risk” so track width was increased in 

2006 and different track width were not experimented with until after the 2010 season. 

In 2009, the University of Auckland surprised the opposition by designing their whole car to reduce CoG 

height enabling to run an extremely narrow track width of 1025mm front, 975mm rear. The gains were 

immediately obvious and helped Auckland achieve 5th place in Autocross. In order to investigate the 

potential benefits a narrow car, it was decided that the new model must simulate the effects of vehicle 

width has on the path taken by the vehicle through slaloms and lane-changes. 

In order to keep the slaloms “variable” in the model it was decided to approximate the path taken by 

the car as a series of arcs linked together. This makes it possible to calculate corner radius versus slalom 

size and “effective width” (double the distance between a car’s CG and the center of the cone) 

using equation 2.3 below.  

Equation2.3: Equation used to calculate cornering radii through slaloms. X=Half effective car width, Y=slalom 

length 

Figure 2.4: Path taken by vehicle using constant arc approximation. 

After comparing radii through slaloms with on board data and looking at current FSAE cars, it is believed 

that the effective vehicle width of a Formula SAE car could range from 1.65-2.25 metres. The different 

slalom cornering radii estimated for each extreme of effective vehicle width is shown by figure 2.5 

below 
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Figure 2.5: Corner Radius vs Slalom spacing for a wide and narrow car. 

It is important to clarify that “Effective Vehicle Width” is simply a value used to approximate cornering 

radii in slaloms. Although it is strongly affected by car width, it can also change with a car’s length, 

overhangs, suspension setup and driver skill. Shown below is a comparison of corner radius histograms 

from FSAE-A in 2009 of Monash’s car and UWA’s car, as well as UWA’s car with a different driver. 

Monash’s car had a 1200 mm track width, but it also had a spooled rear axle and large wings, UWA’s car 

had a front track width of 1150, but also did not have wings and had a differential. Comparing the 

Monash and UWA corner histograms it can be seen that the UWA car does not take corners as tight as 

the Monash car, indicating the effective width of UWA was significantly less that Monash. The other 

interesting comparison is between the two UWA drivers themselves, with UWA Driver 1 spending much 

less time than UWA Driver 2 in tighter corner, with more time spent in more open corners. This shows 

that even with the exact same car around the exact same track, the driving line through slaloms 

(and therefore the estimated “Effective Vehicle Width”) can change significantly. 
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Figure 2.6: corner radius histogram showing the effect of car width and driver skill on corner radii, 

Data taken from 2009 FSAE-A Endurance. 

2.5 Track Speed Vs Vehicle speed. 
Due to the model's ability to change the path a vehicle takes around slalom and some hairpins, not

every vehicle will be traveling the same distance. In order to make analysis of vehicles at each point on

the track, each aspect of the circuit has both a “track speed” and a “vehicle speed”. Track speed 

for slaloms is how fast your car would look if you were standing side on. For example if a car was 

driving through 10m slaloms, and was driving through 2 slaloms every second, the “track speed” 

would be 20m/s (72km/h) yet because of the car weaving , the actual vehicle speed would be slightly 

higher. On some hairpins, the model changes radius slight for narrower cars, allowing them to “cut 

corners”, in this case, the distance the car travels is less than the circumference of the corner, so vehicle 

speed is actually slightly lower than track speed. Track speed is used to give times through the track, yet 

vehicle speeds are crucial in the calculation of the speed at the start/end of straights, as well as 

fuel calculations. Because of the difference between track speed and vehicle speed, the traces of Track 

speed Vs Distance at the bottom of each sector appear to have unexplained jumps in speed at hairpins 

and slaloms. On the straight sections, there is no difference between track speed and vehicle speed. 

Shown below (2.7) is a track speed trace, to show how track speed will suddenly drop slightly in 

slaloms (left) and pick up slightly in hairpins (right). It is important to realise that the vehicle speed 

does not jump in this way, it is simply an effect of the car needing to travel more distance in slaloms and 

less distance through hairpins than the “central” line. 
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Figure 2.7: Track speed trace of a car going through a slalom (left) and a hairpin (right) 

2.6 Simulating Cornering Speed 
After the track is defined as corner radii and slalom sizes (and the slalom radii are calculated as in 2.4) 

then the next step is to calculate speed through each corner. The decision to approximate corners and 

slaloms as constant radius arcs and assuming lateral coefficient and downforce coefficients are constant 

makes the calculation of vehicle speed through corners a single equation. 

The equation to solve for cornering velocity is 

𝑉 = √𝐴𝐿𝑎𝑡 ∗ 𝑅 

Where V=cornering velocity, Alat = lateral acceleration, R= Corner radius. R is already known, so Alat 

needs to be solved. The cornering equation will then become 

𝑉 = √
𝑁 ∗ 𝐶𝐹𝑙𝑎𝑡

𝑀
∗ 𝑅 

Where N = Normal load on the tires, CFLAT =Effective lateral coefficient and M=Mass. If we were to not 

consider downforce, then N=M*G which would make ALAT=CFLAT*G making the equation easy to solve in 

terms of known parameters. But with downforce the normal load will vary with speed, turning the 

above equation into 

𝑉 = √(𝑀 ∗ 𝑔 +
1
2 ∗ 𝜌 ∗ 𝐶𝑙𝐴 ∗ 𝑉2) ∗ 𝐶𝐹𝑙𝑎𝑡

𝑀
∗ 𝑅 

With g=Gravitational Constant=9.81m/s2, ρ= Density of Air = 1.225kg/m3 and ClA=effective Aerodynamic 

Downforce Coefficient. When solving for V gives  
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𝑉 = √
𝐶𝐹𝑙𝑎𝑡 ∗ 𝑔 ∗ 𝑀 ∗ 𝑅

𝑀 − (𝑅 ∗
1
2 ∗ 𝜌 ∗ 𝐶𝑙𝐴 ∗ 𝐶𝐹𝑙𝑎𝑡)

Which is the equation used for every corner and slalom. Figure 2.8 shows Corner speed vs corner radius

for 2 cars, one with no downforce, and one with a significant amount of downforce. For both 

cars M=275kg, Clat=1.4 

Figure 2.8: Corner Radius vs Speed for a car with and without downforce 

2.7 Straight line performance 
After the speed in each corner has been calculated, it was time to calculate everything in between, the 

straights. Similar to commercial software, the straight line acceleration will be continued from the 

corner exit speed of the previous corner, while simultaneously the braking accelerations will be 

calculated from the entry speed of the next corner. The “braking point” will be the point along the 

straight where the maximum speed caused due to acceleration becomes more than the speed 

which would cause the car to stop at the correct speed for the corner. Figure 2.9 show how

velocity is calculated forwards from the previous corner exit speed, and backwards from the next 

corners braking speed.  
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Figure 2.9: Straight line velocity showing the change from acceleration to braking. 

In order to monitor each step along the straight, it was decided to calculate using distance steps of 0.1 

meters. This would allow the user to monitor velocity, acceleration and energy usage along the straight, 

as well as allowing ease of customisation if someone wanted to add extra features to the straights (see 

3.3). Braking and Acceleration velocities were calculated by using the Euler method after calculating the 

accelerations at each distance step (see below). The Euler method was deemed adequate due to the 

acceleration not being effected much by the velocity and the small step size already required in order to 

target the braking point accurately. 

It is possible with certain car/track combinations that the previously calculated corner exit velocity is so 

high that the car cannot accelerate in time. This is discussed in detail in 2.10.1. 
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2.7.1 Calculating Maximum Acceleration 

Acceleration in an FSAE car has two stages, Grip limited acceleration and power limited acceleration. 

For calculating grip limited acceleration 

𝐴𝐺𝑟𝑖𝑝 =
𝐹𝑁𝑒𝑡

𝑀
=

𝑁𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑟∗𝐶𝑓𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔 − 𝐷𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

𝑀

Where Agrip=Longitudinal Acceleration, Nrear is the normal load on the rear axle under acceleration, CFLong 

Is the effective Longitudinal grip coefficient, M=Mass and Dragtotal is the sum of aerodynamic and rolling 

drag. The Normal load on the rear axle is a function of vehicle weight, Rear downforce, and weight 

transfer under acceleration. When fully expanded, the equation becomes 

𝐴 =
(𝑀 ∗ 𝑔 ∗ 𝑅𝑊𝐷 +

1
2 ∗ 𝜌 ∗ 𝐶𝐿𝐴𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑟 ∗ 𝑉2 +

𝐶𝑜𝐺 ∗ 𝑀 ∗ 𝐴
𝑊𝐵

) ∗ 𝐶𝑓𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔 − (𝑅𝐷 +
1
2

∗ 𝜌 ∗ 𝐶𝑑𝐴 ∗ 𝑉2)

𝑀

Where RWD=Rear weight distribution, CLArear= effective coefficient of downforce acting at the 

rear, V=Velocity, CoG= center of gravity height, WB = Wheelbase, RD=Rolling Drag, CdA =

Effective aerodynamic drag coefficient. Solving for A becomes 

𝐴 =
−𝑊𝐵 ∗ ((𝑀 ∗ 𝑔 ∗ 𝑅𝑊𝐷 +

1
2 ∗ 𝜌 ∗ 𝐶𝐿𝐴𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑟 ∗ 𝑉2) ∗ 𝐶𝑓𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔 − (𝑅𝐷 +

1
2 ∗ 𝜌 ∗ 𝐶𝑑𝐴 ∗ 𝑉2))

𝑀 ∗ (𝐶𝑓𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔 ∗ 𝐶𝑜𝐺 − 𝑊𝐵)

For power limited Acceleration the equation is much simpler. 

𝐴 =

𝑃
𝑉 − (𝑅𝐷 +

1
2 ∗ 𝜌 ∗ 𝐶𝑑𝐴 ∗ 𝑉2)

𝑀

Where P= Effective vehicle power. 

The Acceleration of the vehicle is simply the minimum of the Grip limited and power 

limited accelerations. The grip limited, Power limited and actual acceleration predicted for the 2011 

Monash car are shown below.
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Figure 2.10: Grip and Power limited acceleration prediction for the M11 

2.7.2 Braking 

The calculation for braking acceleration is shown below 

𝐴 =
𝐹𝑁𝑒𝑡

𝑀
=

𝑁 ∗ 𝐶𝑓𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔 + 𝐷𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

𝑀

Where A=Braking acceleration N=Normal Load on all tires, Cflong=Longitudinal coefficient of the tires. 

When expanded, this is equal to 

𝐴 =
(𝑀 ∗ 𝑔 +

1
2 ∗ 𝜌 ∗ 𝐶𝐿𝐴 ∗ 𝑉2) ∗ 𝐶𝑓𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔 + (𝑅𝐷 +

1
2 ∗ 𝜌 ∗ 𝐶𝑑𝐴 ∗ 𝑉2)

𝑀

Where CLA= effective coefficient of downforce, V=Velocity, RD=Roling Drag, CdA = Effective 

aerodynamic drag coefficient.  
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2.8 Energy and Fuel economy 
Fuel efficiency is becoming an increasingly important aspect of formula SAE competition (see 1.2). In 

order to compare fuel usage between different concepts, an estimation of energy required to propel the 

car around the track. Two different kinds of energy were calculated, Kinetic energy and drag energy. 

Kinetic energy is only calculated when accelerating on a straight using the following equation for each 

distance step. 

𝐸𝐾𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐 =  
1

2
∗ 𝑀 ∗ (𝑣22 − 𝑣12) 

Where M=Mass, v2=Velocity at next distance step, v1=Velocity at current distance step. Drag energy is 

calculated for everywhere on the track other than the braking zones. The drag energy is calculated with 

the following equation. 

𝐸𝐷𝑟𝑎𝑔 =  (𝑅𝐷 +
1

2
∗ 𝜌 ∗ 𝐶𝑑𝐴 ∗ 𝑉2) ∗ 𝐷 

Where RD=Rolling Drag and CdA is the effective Aerodynamic drag coefficient and D=Distance 

step/Corner length. It is assumed that the car uses no energy/fuel in the braking zones, however in the 

real world even with fuel cuts there will still be some fuel injected in the braking zones. 

After calculating the total energy used, the energy density of the fuel and overall engine efficiency is 

used to give a volume approximation. This sim does not take into account possible changes in efficiency 

caused by other factors, such as engine size, which may have a bigger effect on fuel use than the energy 

required. 

2.9 Scoring and Outputs 
After the laptimes and energies are calculated for each event, the individual even scores for each car 

are calculated and given on a scoring breakdown page (see appendix). The outputs are given on the 

main car parameters page (see appendix) in terms of Total Points, LeadAverage and LeadMax (see 
appendix). An extra output row and a simple macro was added which copies the current 

LeadAverage for each team into another cell to create a baseline, then when changes are made 

the amount of points gained/lost from the baseline are shown in a new row, DeltaLead.  Whenever 

sensitivities are displayed, it is generally the effect each parameter has on DeltaLead. 
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2.10 Assumptions, Errors, and Areas for Improvement 

2.10.1 Insufficient space to gain speed before a corner 

Certain car/track combinations can create errors if a straight before a corner is too short or a car has 

poor acceleration and therefore cannot accelerate up to the previously calculated cornering speed 

of the upcoming corner. This is not rectified using the assumption that if a car cannot reach the 

previously calculated cornering speed, then the entire corner will be spent at whatever speed the car 

was capable of reaching at the end of the straight. As Monash cars were more likely than any others 

to not reach their cornering speed, it was decided that this was a safe and conservative assumption to 

make. Figure 2.11 shows a speed trace using the initial calculation vs the current conservative 

assumption. 

Figure 2.11: “speed jump” error shown against current conservative assumption. 

This was first noticed when trying to create plots of Downforce Vs Points. Whenever a cornering speed 

could not be reached, the was a Jump in the data. Surprisingly, the majority of the points jump does not 

come from the falsified increase of speed, but in the fuel economy event as the speed jumps create 

extra kinetic energy that is not accounted for in the calculation of the straight. Each “Jump” in points on 

figure 2.12 was the error occurring at different corners. 
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Figure 2.12: Points jumps shown due to incorrect model. 

2.10.2 Possible errors due to the assumption of constant Grip Coefficient, and the effects of 

load sensitivity. 

One of the biggest potential shortfalls of the model is the assumption of constant grip coefficients. This 

could create possible scenarios that give incorrect information to the user about the true sensitivity of 

some aspects of the car that affect the loading of the tires, e.g. weight, width, downforce. 

Tire load sensitivity is very complex to calculate and measure, as it is very dependent on the testing 

procedure, with higher Mu surfaces creating curves very different to more realistic surfaces and load 

sensitivity changing dramatically with tire pressure (Trevorrow, 2006). Some data shows tire load 

sensitivity increasing with load (Smith, 1978) whereas some data shows load sensitivity decreasing with 

load (Mapson, 2011). 

For the analysis in this section, the load sensitivity is assumed to be constant at 0.2/1000N. This is an 

overestimation of what we believe our current load sensitivity to be, so the following analysis will 

overestimate the importance of load sensitivity. The Grip coefficient will be approximated as 

𝐶𝑓𝐿𝑆 = 1.74 − 0.0002 ∗ 𝑁 

𝐶𝑓𝐶 = 1.6 

Where Cfls is the load sensitive approximation for lateral coefficient and Cfc is the constant coefficient 

approximation and N is the Individual wheel load in Newtons. Note that the following analysis is based 

around a base vehicle weight of 2800N, so Cfls = Cfc = 1.6. 

The first parameter that comes to mind when thinking about load sensitivity is the effect of overall 

vehicle mass on the lateral coefficient.  However even with the relatively large variation in vehicle 
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masses between FSAE cars, weight sensitivity has very little effect, with the calculated coefficient 

between the heaviest and lightest cars only varying 0.005 (~3%). So in order to get a significant increase 

in Cf due to weight reduction, there would need to a be a drastic change and weight savings of over 

30kg for here to be a noticeable change. 

Vehicle weight 
(kg) 

130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200 210 220 230 

Approximate 
Cf 

1.640 1.635 1.630 1.625 1.620 1.615 1.611 1.606 1.601 1.596 1.591 

Table 2.13: Approximate changes in Grip coefficient due to load sensitivity and vehicle Mass. 

Another effect of tire load sensitivity is the reduction of effective coefficient due to the weight transfer 

during cornering. The % of a car’s inside tire load transferred is related to the CoG height, track width 

and Lateral Acceleration. For Competitive FSAE cars the % weight transfer could range from 

approximately 70%(low, wide, no downforce) to 100% (narrow, higher, downforce). Therefore the 

Effective Cf change caused by weight transfer due to load sensitivity could vary by 0.07 (~5%). This 

shows that with this over estimated value for load sensitivity there is significant gain in reducing Cg 

height/Increasing track width; however the gain of a narrow car being able to better negotiate slaloms 

with a narrow car far outweighs the gain in Cf. 

% of weight 
transferred 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

Approximate 
Cf 1.600 1.599 1.594 1.587 1.578 1.565 1.550 1.531 1.510 1.487 1.460 

Table 2.14: Approximate changes in Grip coefficient due to load sensitivity and weight transfer. 

The other significant effect load sensitivity has is the reduction of Cf when the wheel loading increases 

due to downforce. If the effect of load sensitivity is ignored altogether than the sim could over estimate 

the positive effects of downforce. This could create an error of over 0.1g at 75km/h in the case of the 

M11.  Because the error is dependent on speed, the easiest way to rectify the problem is reducing the 

effective downforce. Shown below in figure 2.15 and 2.16, a reduced downforce coefficient with a 

constant grip coefficient can give very similar results to a load sensitive tire, with error being less than 

0.02 up to 95km/h. This does need to be taken into consideration when deciding on wing size however 

as load sensitivity of the tires can reduce the effectiveness of the wings by up to 15%. 
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Table 2.15: Maximum Lateral Acceleration due to speed, ClA and load sensitivity. 

Table 2.16: Showing the reduction in cornering errors due to adjusting Aerodynamic Effectiveness 

As a whole, in this overestimated example, load sensitivity can create a significant decrease in a car’s 

coefficient of grip, with the possibility that some cars could have a 10% disadvantage compared to 

others. However when the effects of load transfer are considered and estimated when creating the 

vehicle parameters and assuming there are no unrealistic changes to parameters like weight and width, 

the overall error caused by load transfer would realistically be less than 1%. 
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2.10.3 Other recommendations 

Errors and assumptions in longitudinal performance. 

A FSAE car’s performance does not heavily depend on its longitudinal performance, especially if it has as 

much grip/as little power as M11. Because of this there has not been much focus to improve on the 

initial calculations or add extra features. There is currently no way of changing the rear weight bias 

of the car in the model. Moving the weight rearwards in the model would increase grip 

limited acceleration, as it would in real life. This would give the intention that more rear weight is 

always better. However there could also be significant changes to the effective lateral coefficient 

and vehicle width which would not be accounted for, giving the possibility that someone using the 

model would specify a far more rearwards than optimal weight balance. Braking Performance in the 

model is defined by the same longitudinal coefficient as acceleration. However in testing the high 

speed braking performance of the car was much lower than in the model, and low speed braking 

performance was higher than expected from the model. In order to correctly simulate braking 

performances, Longitudinal tire performance should be separate for braking and acceleration, and it 

should be an option to specify a maximum braking acceleration (the limit of the braking system and 

driver). 

Recommendations for simulation at Monash Motorsport. 

Now that the major specifications (power,weight,width) have been decided using this model, 

Monash needs to start justifying the small decisions, gear ratios and shift points, wing angles for specific

tracks, etc. In order to properly examine the effects of these smaller changes, there needs to be a 

more in depth simulation, either by expanding this current sim or by working in parallel with 

commercial software. 
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3. USING THE MODEL TO DRIVE DESIGN DECISIONS

3.1 Different Vehicle concepts
At the start of the conceptual cycle every significant concept was compared against each other to 

see what would happen if the “best” cars of each concept competed against each other in the initial 

sim. In this initial analysis effective widths, engine efficiencies and coefficients of friction were kept 

constant among every car, as their effect would be further analysed later. Table 3.1 shows a 

sample of the “extremes” of each concept, but there were other intermediate cars, twins with 

smaller aerodynamic packages, etc 
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Medium weight, large wings, 

single cylinder engine. 

175 37 5.2 2.7 4.68s 

(75) 

4.33s 

(36.6) 

44.9s 

(97.4) 

1437s 

(295.6) 

3.8L 

(72.7) 

927.3 939.5 

Large wings, 4 cylinder, 

evolution of 2010 

205 60 5.2 2.7 4.723s 

(71.8) 

4.00s 

(47.5) 

44.7s 

(100) 

1429s 

(300) 

4.6L 

(40.7) 

909.9 936.5 

2010 Monash car 215 60 4 1.9 4.83s 

(64.8) 

4.02s 

(46.9) 

46.2s 

(84.4 

1477s 

(273.6) 

4.2L 

(56.0) 

875.6 891.9 

Competitor, No wings, four 

cyl. Engine 

190 60 0 0.7 5.107s 

(48.1) 

3.94s 

(50) 

48.8s 

(59.8) 

1561s 

(231.9) 

3.2L 

(97.9) 

837.7 837.9 

Competitor, No wings, single 

cyl. Engine 

140 37 0 0.7 5.107s 

(48.1) 

4.12s 

(43.4) 

49s 

(57.8) 

1568s 

(228.5) 

2.5L 

(125) 

852.8 843.1 

Table 3.1: Initial concept comparison table, showing individual event performance. 

The table above showed a slight (18 point) advantage to the single cylinder over the winged four 

cylinder car, with other concepts significantly behind. Due to the lighter car, and smaller engine package, 

Monash estimated that on every one of the parameters held constant (grip, width & efficiency), the 

single cylinder would have better performance than the 4 cylinder car, further increasing its potential 

lead.  

After looking at resources and the timeline, the team decided to see the effects of what would happen if 

individual parameter targets were not met. This allowed the team to concentrate resources on 

increasing the performance of the parameters that gave the most advantage at competition for the 

resources required. These point sensitivities helped develop the exact specification for every part 

in order.
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3.2 Parameter Point Sensitivities 
Due to the use of excel as an interface, there is the opportunity to display the information in a variety of 

different ways. As explained in 1.1 the performance metric we wish to improve is the average lead. So 

the majority of information in this section is shown in terms of difference of LeadAverage compared to a 

baseline. Below are some examples of different ways to show the same data, in this case, the effects of 

power and weight. The most basic of which is a data table of a large range of calculated powers and 

weights. 

Table 3.2: Power & Mass point deltas. 

The amount of information shown in the data tables can be confusing and often hard to interpret, yet by 

making extra plots the sensitivities can be shown in clearer ways. In order to see the effect of weight on 

points, as well as the difference between a single cylinder and 4 cylinder car, then 2 columns of data 

extracted from the data table can give clearer results, as seen below. 

Figure 3.3: Power & Mass point deltas. 

The above graph makes it clearer to see that a 37kw car will score approximately 17 points less than an 

otherwise equal 59kW car. However if the 37kW car was 20kg lighter than the 59kW car, then they will 

be very evenly matched. Interestingly, the point sensitivity does not seem to change noticeably between 

the 2 power levels, indicating that the gains and losses for a single cylinder are independent of the 

original vehicles weight.  
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Another useful way to display the information is the relative sensitivity of each parameter. Figure 

3.4 shows a bar graph of the relative importance of each parameter, by varying each parameter by 10%, 

and observing it’s effect on DeltaLead.  

Figure 3.4: Relative point sensitivity for a 10% change in each parameter. (Mapson, 2012) 

3.3 Validating the advantage of specific parts and subsystems 
The model can be used for proving whether a project or part is a worthwhile investment of funds. 

In the majority of cases, the advantage of a part can be defined by existing parameters. For example the 

pneumatic gear shifter in 2009 was an object of significant debate. The advantage of the shifter was 

decreased shifting time, allowing effective power to be much closer to maximum power. If this model 

existed then, the slight increase in power, and efficiency could have been entered into the simulation to 

see the slight points advantage (approximately 2 points). 

A system currently up for debate is a Drag Reduction System (DRS). This required adding additional 

information into the calculation of straight line speed. (2.7) shows how the acceleration at a given time 

is the minimum of the grip limited and power limited acceleration. To calculate when was the 

lowest safe speed to open the flaps for DRS, the complete Acceleration/Velocity curves needed to be 

calculated for regular and DRS modes. Then the maximum curve can be found. The maximum 

acceleration for a car with will be grip limited acceleration at the beginning, until the tires overcome 

the engine power, the flaps can be opened to reduce drag, but for a brief moment the acceleration 

will be grip limited again due to the lower level of downforce, finally the car will follow the power 

limited curves for activated DRS.  
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Figure 3.5: Different stages of DRS acceleration 

On the medium speed track used in the sim, DRS showed to be a small advantage (9 points over the 

competition). However as the team was heading to Europe, with much faster tracks, It was decided to 

do some more specific calculations. Using straight lengths, corner exit and corner entry speeds from 

data measured at FSUK 2010 a mock up sim of only the replica straights was made (Webb, 2012). The 

speed and fuel difference on the calculated straights was considered using FSUK 2010 lap times and 

number of laps in an endurance. Due to one significantly long straight (85 metres, much longer than the 

rules recommend) the points gain of DRS is much higher (18 points) but a reliable system could not be 

made in time. 
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4. COMPARISONS OF THE MODEL AND REAL WORLD DATA

Due to the significant amount of testing undertaken by Monash Motorsport, as well as the extensive 
data measured on track, it is possible to see how well the predicted performances compare with 

the measured data. This allows the team to confirm some of the parameters used in the simulation, as 

well as see any shortfall between their predicted and actual performance. By using the 

Simulation to approximate performance parameters, it is also possible to extract information about the 

car from the data. Monash is also attempting a Data Swap with other top Australian teams which, using 

the sim, will allow them to compare cars on a parameter basis.

4.1 Longitudinal performance and power 

4.1.1 Acceleration Vs Velocity. 

Due to the narrow speed range of driving on the track, the only useful data in which to compare 

longitudinal accelerations is from the acceleration event. Shown below in figure 4.1 is a comparison 

between the Acceleration/velocity curve and date taken from the logging hardware at competition 

during Monash’s fastest acceleration run. There is a significant deficit in the 35-50km/h range, this is due 

to the gear ratio used being slightly too high, reducing the effective power in this speed range. This 

shows where there will be a benefit in modeling engine torque curves and gear ratios.  

Figure 4.1: Measured Vs predicted longitudinal performance. 

Estimated parameters, Cflong=1.2, ClA=1, CdA=1, Power =37kw, M=210kg 
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4.1.2 Power, energy and Drag. 

Monash was able to use a rolling road dyno on the lead up the FSAE-A competition. This allows the team 

to approximate the power output of the engine at each point in time based off throttle percentage and 

RPM. This helps validate the simulation as “Simulation power” can be estimated using the effective 

parameters of the model, CdA, Rolling drag, Mass and on board data for Longitudinal Acceleration and 

Speed. Comparison in I2 between the engine output power and the Simulation estimate power help fine 

tune and find errors in the model. The simulation Power was always slightly lower than the Engine 

Estimations (Figure 4.2) so the error was plotted against channels which may have an effect on power 

usage (figure 4.3). It was found that the error increase with lateral acceleration, this would be caused by 

the increased drag on the tires under hard cornering. In order to rectify this error in I2 the rolling drag 

was changed from a constant 100N to a function 200N + 250*GLat
2. Before using the model to redesign a 

new vehicle it is recommended to understand and implement the effects of cornering drag on fuel 

usage. 

Figure 4.2: Engine power estimated from dyno data (yellow) Vs 

 Initial Power estimates using CdA, Rolling drag, Velocity and Acceleration (Green) 

Figure 4.3: Error in initial power estimation (kW) Vs Lateral Acceleration (g) 

Figure 4.4: Engine power estimated from dyno data (yellow) Vs 

 Adjusted Power estimates using CdA, Rolling drag, Velocity and Acceleration (Green) 
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4.2 Lateral Performance and slaloms 
In order to compare M11’s lateral Performance to M10, The team conducted a thorough test day at 

the Australian Automotive Research Center. The cars were driven in circles of 5, 8, 12 and 20 

meter radii, and also through slaloms of 6,8,10 and 12m spacing. The speeds, accelerations and corner 

radii were all logged on the onboard data acquisition system.  

Using the data from the constant radii, effective CFLAT  and CLA’s were calculated. The simulated data 

could be easily made to match the raw data. 

Figure 4.5: Constant radii Vs speed, predicted and actual 

For the Slaloms, the measure corner radii were compared with the corner radii calculated using the 

vehicle width calculations.  The Measured Lateral g’s in the slalom was slightly higher than expected for 

the longer slaloms and lower than expected  for the tight slaloms compared to what the corner radii 

and previously measured coefficients suggests. The different corner radii than expected and the 

difference to expected g’s, as a higher g’s shown (possibly caused by the offset of the G sensor from the 

cars cg) cause the “radius” to be tighter than simulated, however because the g’s are higher than 

simulated the resulting speed in the slalom is very close (within 3km) to the speed estimated through 

slaloms using vehicle width, CLA and CFlat. 
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Figure 4.6: Corner Radii Vs slalom length, Measured and predicted 

The lateral performance at competition is initially analysed using a Speed Vs Lateral G’s plot, with the 

theoretical performance curve plotted over the top. Even though the initial assumption is that this 

would be the easiest curve to fit, the layout of the track means the car was not pushed to its limits at 

high speed. 

Figure 4.7: an attempt to fit a curve to a Speed vs G plot 
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In order to properly match up the coefficients and fit the curve, it is best to try and match the maximum 

speed of each corner radius rather than pure g’s as the speed trace has less erratic data points at the 

limit (even though one is used to calculate the other..). The Inverse radius vs Speed plot is shown below 

with a curve showing CfLAT=1.5, CLA=4.5.  

Figure 4.8: Fitting a curve to the Inverse corner radius Vs Speed plot 

The raw data follows the simulated curve relatively closely until the Inverse corner radius becomes less 

than 0.065 (corner radius greater than 15m).  The scatter plot suggests a serious error in the model if 

the car can not get to the correct cornering speed for any corners wider than 15m, as the cornering 

histogram estimated that 60% of the time the car is in a corner with a radius greater than 15m. 

Thankfully, this “error” appears because during turn in/exit , and particularly the transition between left 

and right slaloms the Instantaneous radius will be much larger than the apex which controls the speed. 

For example the moment when swapping between left and right slaloms, V=Slalom cornering speed, yet 

the radius shown is far greater than the tightest radius of the corner. The difference between calculated 

speed and actual speed in this case is the fact that the sim oversimplifies corners as a constant radius, 

so even though the Sim is at the grip limit for longer, the speeds through corners are the same.

See the data traces (4.9) below of the car traveling through slaloms at competition in 2011. Note how 

the car follows a near constant speed (as it would in the model). However due to the corner 

radius increasing and reaching infinity for the change between left and right slaloms (which does not 

happen in the model) then the predicted maximum possible speed through the “corner” also increases 

to infinity. 
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Figure 4.9: Speeds, maximum potential speed and corner radius 

Overall the lateral performance of M11 when compared to the model shows a very strong 

correlation, allowing Monash to trust their sim and believe their very impressive cornering parameters 

extracted from the data of CfLAT=1.5, ClA= 4.5. 

As a comparison, using the same method on the data from the 2010 Formula SAE competition, 

the suitable cornering coefficients to fit the curve are Cflat=1.35, ClA=3.2.  This makes it very clear 

that, in terms of lateral performance, Monash have improved very significantly over their previous 

car. Shown below is a plot of inverse corner radius vs speed, with the approximation for 

2010(red) and the approximation for 2011 (pink). This shows that the 2011 car can go over 10% faster 

through corners. 

Figure 4.10: Fitting a curve to the Inverse corner radius Vs Speed plot of 2010 (red) 

and comparing it to the 2011 curve (pink) 
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5. CONCLUSIONS

This new method of justification through simulation has already proved successful in 

Monash Motorsport's 2011 season. It allowed them to make a big step forward to build a truly 

unique car, already armed with the knowledge of what to expect in terms of performance. Conservative 

assumption was made along the way and the new car has exceeded expectations. 
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APPENDICES 
Below are screenshots of every significant step in the model. 

Car Parameters, this is where the majority of car inputs and outputs are controlled 
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Track parameters, this is where the user can change the makeup of the track, as described in 

2.2 

Overall Score. This is simply where the scores for each event are displayed and totalled 
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Calculation of a straight section of the track 
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Calculation of a corner/slalom on the track 

Skidpad Calculations 
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Endurance and economy calculation. 
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